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Abstract

In this paper, we apply the uncomplicated decision tree
data mining algorithm to find association rules about
pornographic and medical web pages. On the basis of
these association rules, we propose a systematized method
of filtering pornographic websites with the following ma-
jor superiorities: 1) Check only contexts of web pages
without scanning pictures to avoid the low operating ef-
ficiency in analyzing photographs. Moreover, the error
rate is lowered and the accuracy of filtering is enhanced
simultaneously. 2) While filtering the pornographic web
pages accurately, the misjudgments of identifying medi-
cal web pages as pornographic ones will be reduced effec-
tively. 3) A re-learning mechanism is designed to improve
our filtering method incrementally. Therefore, the revi-
sion information learned from the misjudged web pages
can incrementally give feedback to our method and im-
prove its effectiveness. The experimental results showed
that each efficacy assessment indexes reached a satisfac-
tory value. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed
method is possessed of outstanding performance and ef-
fectivity.

Keywords: Data Mining; Decision Tree; Medical Web
Page; Pornographic Websites Filtering

1 Introduction

Given the anonymity of the Internet, the number of
pornographic websites has been increasing steadily in the
past decade. The overflow of pornographic information on
the Internet has not only imposed impacts on the mental
and physical health and values of children or youngsters,
but also included by the scholars as one of the causes
of physical and mental damage [21]. There are various
mechanisms of filtering pornographic websites at present.
We study and organize the prevailing filtering methods as

the following four categories:

1) Website rating: This method is to filter the web pages
by applying rating (or classification) tags [6, 15, 18].
However, this method is lacking in that it is reliant
on the initiatives of the website builders. Without
any mandatory force, the implementation could not
always meet the desired filtering effects.

2) Static filtering: This method works to establish a
blacklist of pornographic websites that should be for-
bidden through website URL, DNS, or the ports of
TCP/IP protocols [5, 8, 9]. There are two major
types: Site blocking and Internet service blocking.
Since the method does not involve the analysis of
website contents, there is a high chance that it would
make wrong judgments concerning normal websites.

3) Dynamic filtering: It determines whether a website
is pornographic or not by analyzing the website con-
tent. The analysis on the content and features of
website is usually conducted via algorithms, with the
aim to discover relevant rules. Dynamic filtering can
be divided into two categories: keyword filtering and
intelligent content analysis [1, 23].

4) Images filtering: This mechanism would first deter-
mine whether what the image represents are human
limbs via edge detection and then decide whether
the connected groups of limbs could constitute a
human figure [3]. In recent years, a lot of filter-
ing methods of pornographic images have been pro-
posed [11, 13, 24, 26]. Moreover, combined with var-
ious techniques, numerous intelligent methods of fil-
tering pornographic websites are proposed in succes-
sion [4, 7, 12, 27]. However, the excessive computa-
tion of scanning images might bring about the low
operating efficiency.

Some websites, such as those featuring medical, phys-
ical educational and artistic themes, tended to be eas-
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ily suspected as phishing websites during the detec-
tion process. According to the survey report issued by
Pew/Internet, there are about 100,000 medical / health
websites around the world, among which over 10,000 are
set in the United States [17]. However, among the infor-
mation on these medical and health care websites, general
knowledge on health care, professional information con-
cerning diseases, beauty & slimming, and other health
and mental information like sexual knowledge (relevant
medicines, methods of birth control, treatment of vene-
real diseases, etc.); information concerning special peri-
ods (pregnancy, parenting, maintenance and physique im-
provement during puberty); individual mental and health
care sharing (fighting pressure, discussions) etc., tend to
incorporate pornographic keywords in their contents. For
example, the website of American corporative Planned
Parenthood Federation1, this is a legal web page on medi-
cal education. But given the existence of suspected porno-
graphic keywords, this web page might be judged as a sus-
pected pornographic web page in spite of its legitimacy.

This study aims to present an efficient mechanism of fil-
tering pornographic websites based on the machine learn-
ing technique. In this paper, we apply the uncomplicated
decision tree data mining algorithm to find association
rules about pornographic web pages. On the basis of these
association rules, we propose a systematized method of
filtering pornographic websites with the following major
superiorities:

1) In order to avoid the low operating efficiency in
analyzing photographs, we check only contexts of
web pages without scanning pictures. Moreover,
the error rates (classify a pornographic website as
non-pornographic or a non-pornographic website as
pornographic) will be lowered and the accuracy of
filtering will be enhanced simultaneously.

2) While filtering the pornographic web pages accu-
rately, the misjudgments of identifying medical web
pages as pornographic ones will be reduced effec-
tively.

3) A re-learning mechanism is designed to improve our
filtering method incrementally. We apply a super-
vised machine learning skill to collect any porno-
graphic keywords found newly in the misjudged web
pages. Therefore, the revision information learned
from the misjudged web pages can incrementally give
feedback to our method and improve its effectiveness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the decision tree data mining algo-
rithm. The detailed architecture of our filtering method is
shown in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results
of our method will be presented. Section 5 concludes this
paper.

1http://www.plannedparenthood.org/

2 Decision Tree Data Mining Al-
gorithm

In this paper, based on decision tree data mining tech-
nique, we will propose an efficient systematized method
of filtering pornographic websites. The proposed method
will analyze the association rules about pornographic web
pages and apply them to classify the unknown web pages
to be either pornographic or non-pornographic. Decision
tree is one of the widely used data mining methods. The
technology excels in that it could generate easily under-
standable association rules and visual features via easy
calculations.

There are various decision tree algorithms. Iterative
Dichotmiser 3 (called ID3 for short) proposed by Quinlan
is one of the most famous and effective decision tree algo-
rithms [19, 20]. According to the study of Stark and Pfeif-
fer [22], the behavior of ID3 would be better than other
improved versions, such as C4.5, CHAID, and CART.
Ohmann et al. demonstrated that the quantity of asso-
ciation rules produced by ID3 would not be as numerous
as that of C4.5 [16]. Hence, they concluded that ID3
algorithm possessed the superior feature because of the
simplicity of rule quantity. Therefore, we adapt ID3 as
the data mining technique in this study.

A decision tree is made of a start node (called root
node), leaf nodes, and the internal nodes (also called non-
leaf node) between the root node and the leaf nodes. In
the tree structure, the upper node (called parent node)
might branch downward some adjacent nodes (called chil-
dren nodes). And the final nodes without any branch
are called leaf nodes. Suppose that ”Target Attribute”
is the attribute which is concerned objective of our re-
search. For example, the attribute ”web type” (”P”
means pornographic websites; ”M” means medical web-
sites; ”N” means normal websites) is the Target Attribute
in this study. Moreover, let ”Critical Attributes” be the
other important attributes of web pages. The building of
the decision tree starts from the root node when all the
data instances are contained in the root. The ID3 algo-
rithm will pick out the Critical Attribute with the highest
”Information Gain”, according to whose values the data
instances within the node will be divided into different
children nodes. The same process will be repeated by the
children nodes on their respective data instances. The al-
gorithm will be ended under two conditions: 1) repeated
until all the critical attributes have been selected; or 2)
there will be no need of further divisions if the values
of the Target Attribute concerning all the data instances
within the node are the same. When either of these con-
ditions is met, the current node will be marked as a leaf
node. This leaf node will be labeled as the value of Target
Attribute possessed by the majority of data instances in
this node. Then the algorithm will be stopped and the
decision tree is generated completely.

Given a leaf node C, we assume that the value of Tar-
get Attribute possessed by the majority of data instances
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in C is denoted as Label(C), and |LabelC| is the number
of data instances whose Target Attribute’s value is the
same as Label(C) in C. Then we will compute C’s degree
of purity (denoted as Purity(C)) and degree of support
(denoted as Support(C)) for this leaf node C. The formu-
las of Purity(C) and Support(C) are defined as follows:

Purity(C) = (|Label(C)|/|C|)× 100%

Support(C) = (|C|/N)× 100%

where |C| is the number of data instances contained in
node C and N is the number of total data instances.

In the resulted decision tree, each path from the root
node to a leaf node constitutes an association rule. That’s
to say, all the internal nodes along the path will serve
as the ”if” condition for the series of Critical Attributes,
together with the ”then” outcome represented by the la-
belled Target Attribute’s value of the leaf node, an ”if-
then” association rule is thus formed.

As compiled by this study, the major calculation steps
of ID 3 algorithm are as follows [19]:

1) The algorithm begins from the root node C, when all
the data instances are contained in C.

2) If all the data instances within node C have the
same value of Target Attribute, then define it as a
leaf node, label C by this value, compute Purity(C)
and Support(C) , and end the algorithm. Otherwise,
move on to next step.

3) If all the Critical Attributes have been selected, the
values of the Target Attribute concerning the data
instances within node C should be examined via ma-
jority voting, thus picking out the value boasting
the largest number of data instances. Then node C
should be defined as a leaf node and labelled by this
value, thus computing Purity(C) and Support(C)
and ending the algorithm. Otherwise, move on to
next step.

4) Calculate the Entropy E(C) for node C through the
following expression:

E(C) = −
t∑

i=1

Pi × log2 Pi

where t is the number of Target Attribute’s values,
and Pi = (the number of data instances whose val-
ues of the Target Attribute corresponding to the ith

value, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, in C)/(the total number of data
instances in C).

5) For each Critical Attribute that has not been selected
yet (assumed to be attribute α), the Entropy E+(α)
and Information Gain G(α) will be computed by the
following expressions respectively:

E+(α() =

k∑
j=1

(nj |n)× E(Cj);

G(α) = E(C)− E+(α).

In the expressions, we assume that attribute α is sup-
posed to have k values, Cj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ k) represents
the subset of the data instances whose values con-
cerning attribute are the same, E(Cj) refers to the
Entropy of the subset as calculated through the equa-
tion in Step (4), n stands for the total number of data
instances within C, and nj represents the total num-
ber of data patterns in the subset Cj .

6) Choose the Critical Attribute that has not been se-
lected yet boasting the highest Information Gain.
Assume that the selected Critical Attribute has m
values, the children nodes C1, C2, · · · , Cm should be
built under this node, to which the data instances
of node C should be distributed according to their
values of the select Critical Attribute.

7) Respectively treat every children node Ci as node C,
1 ≤ i ≤ m, continue the algorithm recursively from
Step (2).

3 An Efficient Pornographic Web-
sites Filtering Mechanism

The objective of this research is to filter pornographic web
pages, namely, judging an unknown web page as either
pornographic or non-pornographic. While filtering the
pornographic web pages, great efforts have been taken
to avoid misjudging medical web pages as pornographic
ones. For this purpose, medical web pages are set apart
from normal web pages in its own category.

In this research, we propose a three-phase systematic
method of filtering pornographic websites by applying ID3
decision tree algorithm. The proposed method is pos-
sessed of the ability to discriminate between pornographic
websites and medical website. Assume that websites will
be classified into three categories: ”pornographic”, “med-
ical”, and ”normal”. Based on the technique of machine
learning, our method will discover the association rules
about pornographic and medical web pages from train-
ing data (known web pages), thus filtering the unknown
web pages on the basis of these rules. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the structure of the proposed method is com-
prised of three phases: 1) Training Phase, 2) Classification
Phase, and 3) Relearning Phase, which will be introduced
as follows.

3.1 The Training Phase

The purpose of this phase is to find association rules of dif-
ferentiating between pornographic, medical, and normal
websites by analyzing training web pages. Then, these
association rules will be applied to classify the unknown
web pages in the Classification Phase.

In this phase, the training web pages should be exam-
ined by the Features Extraction Module to extract their
critical features (i.e., the values of Critical Attributes)
first. Then, the duplicate copies of training web pages
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Figure 1: Structure of the proposed method

will be applied simultaneously to construct various deci-
sion trees. Note that there are three categories of training
web pages: pornographic, medical, and normal. As shown
in Figure 1, we construct three decision trees (Porno-
graphic Decision Tree, Medical Decision Tree, and Mixed
Decision Tree) and individually equip each decision tree
with one Rule Computation Module. By using the copies
of pornographic training web pages and normal training
web pages as input data, the Rule Computation Module
in Pornographic Decision Tree will compute the associa-
tion rules of distinguishing pornographic websites from
normal websites. And the Rule Computation Module
in Medical Decision Tree will use the copies of medi-
cal training web pages and normal training web pages
as input data to compute the association rules of distin-
guishing medical websites from normal websites. More-
over, the Rule Computation Module in Mixed Decision
Tree will use the copies of medical training web pages
and pornographic web pages to compute the associa-
tion rules of distinguishing between medical websites and
pornographic websites. Then the resulted rules will be
stored respectively into the corresponding rule databases
(Pornographic Rule Database, Medical Rule Database,
and Mixed Rule Database).

The detailed processes of Features Extraction Module
and Rule Computation Module will be discussed as fol-
lows.

3.1.1 Features Extraction Module

In the Features Extraction Module, each web page will
be analyzed and its Critical Attributes’ values will be
extracted by applying the following two steps: 1) Pre-
process; 2) Features extraction.

The first step is pre-process. In this step, each web
page should first be converted into the HTML format,
which will be examined by the second step such that
its values of Critical Attributes could be verified in the
HTML structures.

The second step, features extraction, is designed to dis-
cern the critical features of web pages, based on which the
suspicious elements of HTML structures that contain rel-
evant keywords will be analyzed. In order to distinguish
medical web pages from pornographic ones, judgments
will be made based on the features of the HTML head
and body, as well as the frequency of medical or porno-
graphic keywords. We study and outline check elements
in Table 1 according to the research of Lee et al. [10],
which studied and pointed out the parts of this source
code mostly likely to be dominated by pornographic key-
words. For the sake of convenience, “XXX” will be used
to represent the strings that pornographic materials (key-
words) might appear. Note that these elements will serve
as the Critical Attributes for the computation of associa-
tion rules in this paper.

As described in Table 1, all these Critical Attributes
of each web page will be valued by 0, 1, and 2 by check-
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Table 1: The critical attributes used in this study

Critical Attribute
Type No. Description Judgment condition

URL 1 Whether there are key-
words in the written in
HTML Tag of URL.

The URL (URL://XXX) containing pornographic keywords should be set
as 1; the URL containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while the
URL containing neither should be set as 0.

The head
elements

2 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of title.

The HTML Tag ¡title¿XXX¡/title¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

3 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of link (A).

The HTML Tag ¡link href=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

4 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of link (B).

The HTML Tag ¡link title=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2;
while those containing neither should be set as 0.

5 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (A).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”author” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

6 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (B).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”keyword” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

7 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (C).

The HTML Tag ¡meta name=”description” content=”XXX”¿ containing
pornographic keywords should be set as 1; those containing medical key-
words should be set as 2; while those containing neither should be set as
0.

8 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of metadata (D).

Both the HTML Tags ¡meta name=”keyword” content=”XXX”¿ and
¡meta name=”description” content=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic key-
words should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set
as 2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

The body
elements

9 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of hyperlink (A).

The HTML Tag ¡a href=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords should
be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while
those containing neither should be set as 0.

10 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of hyperlink (B).

The HTML Tag ¡a¿XXX¡/a¿ containing pornographic keywords should be
set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2; while those
containing neither should be set as 0.

11 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (A).

The HTML Tag ¡img src=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

12 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (B).

The HTML Tag ¡img alt=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as
2; while those containing neither should be set as 0.

13 Whether there are key-
words in the HTML Tag
of image (C).

The HTML Tag ¡img title=”XXX”¿ containing pornographic keywords
should be set as 1; those containing medical keywords should be set as 2;
while those containing neither should be set as 0.

Frequency
of key-
words

16 There exist 4 to 6 porno-
graphic keywords in the
body elements.

The body containing 4 to 6 pornographic keywords should be set as 1;
otherwise, as 0.

17 There exist more than 7
pornographic keywords in
the body elements.

The body containing more than 7 pornographic keywords should be set as
1; otherwise, as 0.

18 There exist 2 to 4 medical
keywords in the body ele-
ments.

The body containing 2 to 4 medical keywords should be set as 2; otherwise,
as 0;

19 There exist more than 5
medical keywords in the
body elements.

The body content containing more than 5 medical keywords should be set
as 2; otherwise, as 0;
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ing whether the corresponding HTML elements meet the
setting conditions.

Note that these Critical Attributes will be examined
whether they contain pornographic and medical keywords
via the Keyword Database. In this research, the porno-
graphic keywords used are collected from the website
SafeSquid2, and the medical keywords used in this re-
search are collected from the website MedlinePlus [14].
All these pornographic keywords and medical keywords
will be stored respectively into Pornographic Keyword Ta-
ble and Medical Keyword Table of the Keyword Database
in advance. Note that the factual category of each train-
ing web page is known. If the training web page is porno-
graphic, its Target Attribute should be valued as ”P”;
if the training web page is medical, its Target Attribute
should be valued as ”M”; if the training web page is nor-
mal, its Target Attribute should be valued as ”N”. Then,
the acquired Critical Attributes and Target Attribute of
web pages should be used to build the decision tree in the
Decision Tree Construction Module.

3.1.2 Rule Computation Module

As shown in Figure 1, we apply three copies of Rule Com-
putation Module individually to construct three kinds of
decision tree and compute their association rules: Porno-
graphic Decision Tree, Medical Decision Tree, and Mixed
Decision Tree. This task of the Rule Computation Mod-
ule contains two steps: 1) Decision tree construction; 2)
Rule scoring.

In the first step, Pornographic Decision Tree, Medi-
cal Decision Tree, and Mixed Decision Tree will be con-
structed respectively. The critical characteristics (i.e.,
Critical Attributes and Target Attribute) of the related
training web pages extracted by the Features Extraction
Module are set as the input data in each of the three copies
of Rule Computation Module. Then ID3 algorithm will
be applied to build decision tree and compute the asso-
ciation rule between the Critical Attributes and Target
Attribute.

In the second step, we calculate two kinds of score,
pornographic score and medical score, for each association
rule resulted from the previous step. Each rule will be
scored using the formulas based on the values of its degree
of support and degree of purity, which are introduced as
follows.

Given an association rule R, assume that leaf node of
this rule is C, and Support(C), Purity(C), and Label(C)
are defined as mentioned earlier. Let RuleSupport(R)
be the support degree of rule R with RuleSupport(R) =
Support(C). We compute the values of support degree
for all rules, and name the maximum one as RSMAX and
the minimum one as RSMIN . Let —C— be the num-
ber of data instances in the leaf node C. Assume that
nP is the number of data instances concerning the Target
Attribute’s value is ”P” (i.e., pornographic) and nM is

2http://www.safesquid.com/

the number of data instances concerning the Target At-
tribute’s value is ”M” (i.e., medical) in C. The following
three functions are necessary for designing the scoring for-
mula of rules: PornDegree(R), MedicalDegree(R) and
Weight(R).

The function Weight(R) calculates the weighted value
of rule R by the following formula:

Weight(R) =
RuleSupport(R)

RSMAX +RSMIN
× 100%.

The function PornDegree(R) implies rule’s ”inten-
sity” to classify web pages as pornographic, which is de-
fined as follows:

PornDegree(R) = Purity(C) if Label(C) = ”P”; and

PornDegree(R) = (
nP
|C|

)× 100% otherwise.

Moreover, the function MedicalDegree(R) implies
rule’s ”intensity” to classify web pages as medical by the
following formulas:

MedicalDegree(R) = Purity(C)

if Label(C) = ”M”;

and MedicalDegree(R) = (
nM
|C|

)× 100% otherwise.

Finally, we introduce the formulas of computing porno-
graphic score and medical score for rule R respec-
tively: PornDegree(R) and MedicalDegree(R). These
two formulas are composed of Weight(R) and either
PornDegree(R) or MedicalDegree(R) in a ratio of 3:10,
which are described as follows:

PornScore(R) = (1× PortDegree(R)

+0.3×Weight(R))× 100;

MedicalScore(R) = (1×MedicalDegree(R)

+0.3×Weight(R))× 100.

By applying the formulas mentioned above, porno-
graphic score and medical score of all rules can be ac-
quired. Then, all rules of three decision trees will be
stored into the corresponding rule database, which will be
accessed by the Classification Phase to classify unknown
web pages.

Moreover, now we define the thresholds in judging the
unknown web pages as pornographic or medical for each
rule database respectively. In the Pornographic Rule
Database, we choose each rule R with PornDegree(R) ≥
80% and set the minimum pornographic score of the cho-
sen rules as λ(PornRD), which will be the threshold of
the Pornographic Rule Database for judging the unknown
web page is either pornographic or normal used in the
Classification Phase. Similarly, we pick out each rule
R with MedicalDegree(R) ≥ 80% in the Medical Rule
Database and set the minimum medical score of the cho-
sen rules as λ(MedicalRD), which will be the thresh-
old of the Medical Rule Database for judging the un-
known web page is either pornographic or normal used
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in the Classification Phase. Finally, each rule R with
PornDegree(R) ≥ 80% in the Mixed Rule Database will
be picked out and the minimum pornographic score of
the chosen rules will be set as λ(MixedRD), which will
be the threshold of the Mixed Rule Database for judging
the unknown web page is either pornographic or medical
used in the Classification Phase.

3.2 The Classification Phase

The purpose of this phase is to examine unknown web
pages and classify them as pornographic, medical, or nor-
mal. As shown in Figure 1, this phase is comprised of
the following two modules: 1) Features Extraction Mod-
ule and 2) Web Page Classification Module. Firstly, each
unknown web page will be inspected by the Features Ex-
traction Module to extract its critical features. Then,
the extracted features of this unknown web page will be
transmitted to Web Page Classification Module in order
to judge its category (pornographic, medical, or normal).
The detailed processes of the two modules are described
as follows.

3.2.1 Features Extraction Module

The task of Features Extraction Module is basically the
same as that of Training Phase. Each unknown web page
will be processed by the following two steps: 1) Pre-
process; 2) Features extraction. In the first step, each
unknown web page will be converted into the HTML for-
mat. Then, the second step is to extract the critical fea-
tures by examining the HTML structure of each unknown
web page. By checking the elements outlined in Table 1,
the values of 19 Critical Attributes of each unknown web
page now can be obtained, which will be used later by the
Web Page Classification Module to judge the category of
this unknown web page.

3.2.2 Web Page Classification Module

By applying the 19 Critical Attributes extracted in pre-
vious module, this Web Page Classification will access
the rule databases (Pornographic Rule Database, Medi-
cal Rule Database, and Mixed Rule Database) to classify
the unknown web pages as pornographic, medical, or nor-
mal.

The major steps of algorithm for classifying each un-
known web page are as follows:

Step 1. Access the Pornographic Rule Database. This
unknown web page will dovetail with some associa-
tion rule (say, R1) according to its extracted values
of Critical Attributes.

Step 2. Access the Medical Rule Database. Similarly,
this unknown web page will dovetail with some as-
sociation rule (say, R2) according to the extracted
values of Critical Attributes.

Step 3. If PornDegree(R1) < λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) < λ(MedicalRD), then this
unknown web page will be classified as normal, and
stop; else if PornDegree(R1) ≥ λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) < λ(MedicalRD), then this
unknown web page is classified as pornographic,
and stop; else if PornDegree(R1) < λ(PornRD)
and MedicalDegree(R2) ≥ λ(MedicalRD), then
this unknown web page is classified as medical, and
stop; else if PornDegree(R1) ≥ λ(PornRD) and
MedicalDegree(R2) ≥ λ(MedicalRD), then per-
form the next step.

Step 4. Access the Mixed Rule Database, and this un-
known web page will dovetail with some associa-
tion rule (say, R3) according to its extracted val-
ues of Critical Attributes. If PornDegree(R3) ≥
λ(MixedRD), then this unknown web page will be
classified as pornographic; else classify this unknown
web page as medical.

3.3 The Relearning Phase

By applying the technique of supervised learning, the task
of Relearning Phase is to learn new pornographic or med-
ical keywords incrementally into the Keyword Database.
After an unknown web page is judged by Classification
Phase, the Relearning Phase will inspect the classifica-
tion result artificially. In this study, the supervisor will
check whether the unknown web page is misjudged. If
any misjudgment is produced, the titles and content of
the misjudged web pages will then be analyzed and com-
pared to the existing Keyword Database, in order to see
whether there are new pornographic keywords or medical
keywords. If that is the case, the new keywords will be
stored into the Keyword Database.

4 Experimental Design and Re-
sults

In this section, we designed and performed experiments
to confirm the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
method. In this study, the non-pornographic web pages
are composed of medical web pages and normal web pages.
In order to measure the performance of this experiment,
this study used the decision confusion matrix in Table 2
to estimate the classification results [2]. The purpose of
our filtering method is to classify pornographic web pages
correctly.

In this research, TP (true positive) means the amount
of pornographic web pages that are classified correctly
as pornographic; TN (true negative) means the amount
of non-pornographic web pages that are classified as
non-pornographic web pages. FN and FP refers to
misjudgments: FN (false negative) means the amount
of pornographic web pages that are misjudged as non-
pornographic and FP (false positive) means the amount of
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non-pornographic web pages that are misjudged as porno-
graphic.

Table 2: Four cases of judgement

In reality
Classification Pornographic

web pages
Non-
pornographic
web pages

Pornographic
web pages

TP (true posi-
tive)

FP (false posi-
tive)

Non-
pornographic
web pages

FN (false nega-
tive)

TN (true nega-
tive)

In this research, the rates of four values of TP, FP,
FN, and TN will be computed respectively by the fol-
lowing formulas: TPR = TP/(TP + FN), FPR =
FP/(FP + TN), FNR = FN/(TP + FN), and TNR =
TN/(FP +TN). Moreover, the three efficacy assessment
indexes of ”Accuracy”, “Precision” and ”Recall” will be
used to evaluate the filtering accuracy concerning porno-
graphic web pages [23, 25]. Accuracy is used to evaluate
the accuracy of the classification results, namely, the pro-
portion of the web pages that are accurately classified to
their own categories. It is calculated through the follow-
ing formula:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN

Precision is used to evaluate the proportion of porno-
graphic web pages among all the web pages that are
judged to be pornographic in nature. It is calculated
through the following formula:

Precision =
TP

(TP + FP )

Recall is used to evaluate the proportion of the porno-
graphic web pages that are accurately classified as porno-
graphic, which is calculated through the following for-
mula:

Recall =
TP

(TP + FN)

In this research, “F-measure”, which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall, is adopted as one of the mea-
suring indexes of the filtering mechanism. It is calculated
through the following formula:

Fmeasure =
2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

For example, when the value of precision is too high
while the value of recall is too low, it means that al-
though the chances of non-pornographic websites being
misjudged are low, the pornographic ones could not be

filtered accurately. Under this circumstance, the value
of F-measure would be relatively low, thus signifying the
poor filtering effects of this method. F-measure is thus
a means of evaluation that could combine precision and
recall effectively.

The pornographic web pages, medical web pages and
normal pages used in this research were compiled from
the website urlblackist.com [25]. This website collected
all kinds of web pages from various free websites and up-
dates in a continuous manner. This research eliminated
inaccurate web pages, web pages without any content, and
web pages whose information is not sufficient. Then, we
gathered 2250 web pages for the experiments in this study,
including 750 pornographic web pages, 750 medical web
pages and 750 normal web pages. The numbers of these
web pages used in the Training Phase and the Classifica-
tion Phase of the proposed filtering method were shown in
Table 3. Note that the training and unknown web pages
should be selected randomly from the three categories.

In the Training Phase, 900 web pages were selected
randomly according to the ratio 1:1:1 and trained as three
combinations. The training task was performed by three
decision trees: Pornographic Decision Tree, Medical De-
cision Tree, and Mixed Decision Tree. The Pornographic
Decision Tree contained 300 pornographic web pages and
300 normal web pages, the Medical Decision Tree con-
tained 300 medical web pages and 300 normal web pages,
while the Mixed Decision Tree was the mixture of 300
medical web pages and 300 pornographic web pages.

To confirm the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
filtering method, we performed three experiments,
which examined the following performances: (A) the
effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding the
misjudgment of medical web pages, (B) the effectiveness
of the Relearning Phase, and (C) the stability of the
proposed method. These experimental results will be
discussed as follows.

(A) The effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding
the misjudgment of medical web pages

The purpose of this experiment was to confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding the
misjudgment of classifying medical web pages as porno-
graphic ones. In this experiment, we chose randomly 300
medical, 300 pornographic, and 300 normal web pages as
the unknown web pages, which would be inputted into
the Classification Phase.

Firstly, we performed the Classification Phase without
using the Medical Keyword Table (i.e., let the Medical
Keyword Table be empty). As shown in Table 4, the
number of misjudged medical web pages was 71, while the
number of misjudged normal ones was 4. Obviously, the
misjudgments of medical web pages were more frequent
than that of normal web pages if we omitted the Medical
Keyword Table. According to the filtering results of Ta-
ble 5, the proportion of pornographic web pages that were
accurately filtered was (TPR) 97.33%, while the propor-
tion of non-pornographic web pages that were accurately
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Table 3: The numbers of web pages used in each phase

Training web pages in Unknown web pages in Total
the Training Phase the Classification Phase Total

Pornographic web pages 300 450 750
Medical web pages 300 450 750
Normal web pages 300 450 750

Total 900 1350 2250

Table 4: The classification result of medical web pages and normal ones

Medical web pages Normal web pages
The number of misjudged web pages 71 4

The number of web pages judged correctly 239 296
Total 300 300

filtered was (TNR) 87.52%.

Table 5: The efficiency of classification without using the
Medical Keyword Table

Indexes Measurement Indexes Measurement
TPR 97.33% Accuracy 90.79%
TNR 87.52% Recall 97.04%
FPR 2.67% Precision 87.52%
FNR 12.48% F-measure 83.01%

Then, we perform the Classification Phase by applying
the Medical Keyword Table. As shown in Table 6, the
number of misjudged medical web pages was reduced ob-
viously. This means that after the designed application
of the Medical Keyword Table, the filtering accuracy of
our method was improved. Moreover, Table 7 recorded
the classification efficiency of this experiment. By com-
paring Table 7 with Table 5, we observed that all the
efficacy assessment indexes of Accuracy, Precision, Re-
call, and F-measure were improved noticeably. Moreover,
FPR decreases from 12.48% (before the Medical Keyword
Table was used) to 3.67%. Thus, we can deduce that the
systematic method proposed in this study will effectively
reduce the misjudgments of classifying non-pornographic
websites as pornographic ones.

(B) The effectiveness of the Relearning Phase
The purpose of this experiment was to examine the effec-
tiveness of the Relearning Phase of the proposed method.
In this experiment, we used 450 medical, 450 porno-
graphic, and 450 normal web pages as the unknown web
pages, which would be inputted into the Classification
Phase.

The experimental results were shown in Table 8 and
9. The case (I) meant that the Relearning Phase was

turned off, and the case (II) indicated that the Relearn-
ing Phase was turned on during the classification of un-
known web pages. As shown in Table 8, the numbers
of misjudged web pages of case (II) were all less than
that of case (I), which implied that the Relearning Phase
could effectively decrease the probability of misjudgment.
Moreover, the values of efficacy assessment indexes were
recorded in Table 9. By using the Relearning Phase, the
evaluation indicator FPR (the rate of non-pornographic
web pages being misjudged as pornographic) decreased
from 4.68% to 1.64%. Moreover, the Accuracy increased
from 96.21% to 98.26% while the Precision increased from
95.32% to 98.36%. This means that both the Accu-
racy and Precision were improved after the Relearning
Phase was turned on; after the re-learning, TPR (the
rate of pornographic web pages being accurately judged
as pornographic) increased from 97.95% to 97.99% while
FNR (the rate of pornographic web pages being judged as
non-pornographic) decreased from 2.05% to 2.01%, show-
ing a slight improvement in terms of the filtering perfor-
mance concerning pornographic web pages. TNR (the
rate of non-pornographic web pages classified accurately
as non-pornographic) increased from 95.32% to 98.36%,
a significant increase in terms of the classification of nor-
mal web pages. FPR decreased from 4.68% to 1.64%,
a substantial improvement in terms of the misjudgment
rate. These results showed that the relearning mechanism
would improve the classification capabilities and perfor-
mance of the proposed filtering method in this paper.

(C) Testing of the stability

This experiment was set out to investigate whether the
classification performance of our method proposed in this
paper will be influenced when the data was combined in a
different ratio. While the original ratio between normal,
pornographic and medical web pages was 1:1:1, some tests
were conducted in this experiment over the three kinds of
web pages under various ratios, with the aim to guarantee
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Table 6: The improved classification result of medical web pages and normal ones

Medical web pages Normal web pages
The number of misjudged web pages 18 4

The number of web pages judged correctly 282 296
Total 300 300

Table 7: The classification efficiency of using the Medical Keyword Table

Indexes Measurement Indexes Measurement
TPR 97.33% Accuracy 96.67%
TNR 96.33% Recall 97.31%
FPR 2.67% Precision 96.34%
FNR 3.67% F-measure 95.86%

Table 8: The number of misjudged web pages

Medical web pages Normal web pages Pornographic web pages
Case (I) Case (II) Case (I) Case (II) Case (I) Case (II)

The number of misjudged web pages 21 11 8 4 11 7
The number of web pages judged correctly 429 439 442 446 439 443

Total 450 450 450 450 450 450

Table 9: The effectiveness of the relearning phase

Measurement Measurement
Indexes Case (I) Case (II) Indexes Case (I) Case (II)

TPR 97.95% 97.99% Accuracy 96.21% 98.26%
TNR 95.32% 98.36% Recall 97.89% 98.00%
FNR 2.05% 2.01% Precision 95.32% 98.36%
FPR 4.68% 1.64% F-measure 94.06% 98.54%

Table 10: The experimental results of six data groups under various combination ratios

Group No. Total number of web pages Ratio Accuracy (%) Precision (%) FNR (%) FPR (%)
1 900 1:1:2 98.07 97.93 1.78 2.07

1:2:1 98.22 98.01 1.56 2.00
2:1:1 98.22 98.65 2.22 1.33

2 900 1:1:3 98.17 97.69 1.33 2.33
1:3:1 98.06 97.68 1.56 2.33
3:1:1 98.33 98.66 2.00 1.33

3 900 1:1:5 98.43 97.98 1.11 2.04
1:5:1 98.39 98.34 1.56 1.67
5:1:1 98.24 98.69 2.22 1.30

4 600 1:1:2 98.33 98.67 2.00 1.33
1:2:1 98.33 98.33 1.67 1.67
2:1:1 98.11 98.22 2.00 1.78

5 600 1:1:3 97.88 97.76 2.00 2.25
1:3:1 98.33 98.01 1.33 2.00
3:1:1 98.13 98.25 2.00 1.75

6 600 1:1:5 98.19 98.06 1.67 1.94
1:5:1 98.50 98.34 1.33 1.67
5:1:1 98.61 98.88 1.67 1.11
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the stability of the filtering mechanism adopted in the cur-
rent research. Table 10 shows the experimental results of
data groups under the different classifications. Note that
three tests were conducted for each group, and the three
kinds of web pages of each group were combined according
the designated ratio. We give an example as follows. Let
the total number of web pages in a certain group be 600
and the ratio designated for some test be 1:2:3. There-
fore, the web pages in this test will be composed of 100
normal, 200 pornographic, and 300 medical web pages.

Obviously, some changes occurred over the four mea-
suring indicators of Accuracy, Precision, FNR and FPR,
though not very substantial changes; when medical web
pages accounted for a higher proportion, the FPR (the
proportion of non-pornographic pages being misjudged as
pornographic) in most groups decreased slightly, but not
so much different from the value when the ratio was 1:1:1.
This indicated that the filtering results of our method
would not be greatly influenced by the changes in the
data. In terms of the misjudgment of medical web pages,
the values of precision and FPR were fair proof that the
method in this research was satisfactory.

5 Conclusions

Concerning the past filtering mechanisms of pornographic
web pages, the difficulties in distinguishing medical web
pages from pornographic ones have baffled the users of
medical websites for a long time. The filtering method
proposed in this paper works by selecting the features of
the web pages and establishing decision trees according
to the category of web pages. Then, the resulted associ-
ation rules in each decision tree are applied to filter the
unknown web pages. To confirm the accuracy and ef-
ficiency of the proposed filtering method, we performed
three experiments. The first experiment was to exam-
ine the effectiveness of the proposed method in avoiding
the misjudgment of medical web pages. According to the
decrease of FPR, we could deduce that the systematic
method proposed in this study would effectively reduce
the misjudgments of classifying non-pornographic web-
sites as pornographic ones. The second experiment was
to examine the effectiveness of the Relearning Phase. The
results showed that the relearning mechanism improved
the classification capabilities and performance of the pro-
posed filtering method conspicuously. The experimental
results of the third experiment indicated that the filtering
results of our method would not be greatly influenced by
the changes in the data composition. The Accuracy of
this research reached a satisfactory value (greater than
98%). Moreover, the value of F-measure was 98.54%,
which showed that the values of Precision and Recall
also reached the satisfactory standards, without any fig-
ure that’s extremely high or extremely low. Therefore, we
can conclude that the filtering method proposed in this
research is satisfactory because of its outstanding perfor-
mance and effectivity.
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